The Spires Society honors and celebrates the incredible generosity and leadership of those who have made lifetime gifts, pledges or estate provisions of $1 million and above to help support Gonzaga University.

† = Deceased

Anonymous
Valerie Anderson
Alphonse and Geraldine Arnold Estate
Avista Corporation
Louis and Kathryn Barbieri †
Tim and Mary Barnard
The Dauna Leigh Bauer Foundation
John Beck
John and Kristianne Blake
The Boeing Company
John and Joan Bollier
Dr. Stephen L. and Marjorie M. Brenneke
Todd Brinkmeyer and Angela Marozzo
Zeke and Meghan Brown
Greg and Michelle Bui
Christopher and Mary Ann Bulger
Marguerite M. Casey †
Rebecca Cates
Dr. Patrick J. Cavanaugh †
Chester and Catherine J. Chastek †
Comstock Foundation
Walter † and Donna Conn
Harriet Cheney Cowles Foundation
Gerri and Bob † Craves
Fred and Barbara Curley †
J. Donald and Va Lena Scarpelli Curran
Robert Cysewski and Kristi Mathisen
Bernard † and Marsha Daines
Darin and Mia Davidson
Nancy C. Driscoll
Kathryn L. Eims and Wendy Pearson
M. O. Flannery Estate
Clark H. Gemmill
Charles Gillingham †
Beverly (Haines) Goddard
James M. Hasson †
Daniel P. Harbaugh
John Hemmingson
Don and Carol Herak †
Mary and Tom Herche
Mark, Marsha and Stephanie Hierbaum
Ed and Lynn † Hogan
The Hogan Family Foundation, Inc.
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Bob and Alice Jepson
Jesuit Community of Gonzaga University
Johnon Scholarship Foundation
Johnston-Hanson Foundation
Jim and Joann Jundt
Kasco of Idaho, LLC
W. M. Keck Foundation
Kevin J. Kenneally †
Duff and Dorothy † Kennedy Kreisheimer Foundation
Christy and Mike Larsen
Jim and Jan Linardos
Joseph A. Lincoln, Jr.
Wil and Pat Loeken
John and Donna † Luger
Paul and Lita (Barnett) Luvera
David and Christina Lynch
Harry and Colleen Magnuson †
H.F. Magnuson Family Foundation, Inc.
Charlotte Y. Martin †
Charlotte Martin Foundation
Tom Martin † and Noreen Hobbs Martin
Jack and Mary † McCann
Jane McCarthy Family
Maureen McCarthy
Phil and Sandy McCarthy
Sarah McCarthy
Tom and Mary McCarthy, Jr.
McCarthy Family Foundation
Joseph L. McCarthy †
Robert and Claire † McDonald
Microsoft Corporation
Gene and Marti Monaco
Lyle W. and Cherie Moore †
Scott and Lizbeth (Tomich) Morris
John and Melinda Moynier
Phyllis † and Angelo Mozilo
The Phyllis and Angelo Mozilo Family Foundation
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Smithmore P. Myers and Sandy Sandulo-Myers †
Don and Jeanette Nelles
Charlie and Doris O’Connor
Barry and Ann O’Neil
PACCAR Foundation
Robert and Carol (Smail) Palencar
Michael A. Patterson † Family
Terry and Patt Payne
Gregory R. Peterson
Mark and Cindy Pigott
Carl R. Pohlad †
The Carl and Eloise Pohlad Family Foundation
Jim and Gwen Powers
Thomas P. and Cheryl Powers
Ed and Earline Ralph †
Jim and Maggie Randall
Jeff and Margaret Reed
Phil and Bev Reinig †
Renee R. Reuther
Norm † and Rita Roberts
Donald † and Donna Rockstrom
John and June Rogers
Mary Stuart Rogers Foundation
J. Merton and Jessie Rosauer †
John Rudolf
Dave and Sandy Sabey
Mike and Mary (Owens) †
Shanahan
Tom † and Melissa (Asselin) Sitter
Sodexo
John M. Stone
Suzi Stone
Daniel and Anne Stoner
D. Michael and Mrs. Sunny O’Melveny Strong
Franz † and Betty Suhadolnik
Michele Tiesse-Gilb and Robert Gilb
Tom and Camilla Tilford
Walter A. and Hazel Toly †
Mike and Mary Jo (McKinnon) †
Tucci
Harley J. and Sharon R. (Longo) Unruh
Pat and Sandy Volkar
Robert and Deloris Waldron
Washington Trust Bank
Ron Wells
Betty S. Wheeler †
Scott Wilburn
Miss Myrtle E. Woldson †
Fritz and Jeanie Wolff
Wolff Family Foundation
Angie and Irv Zakheim
The Stephen Zimmer Family

“I am thrilled to have access to such amazing academic, professional and leadership opportunities and look forward to continuing to grow at Gonzaga. Thank you for giving me access to the skills I need to pursue my passions and serve others during and after my time at GU.”

– Kainoa (’24), Business Administration
ANNUAL CONTRIBUTORS

The following donors are part of Gonzaga’s Leadership Circle and have made gifts of $50,000 or more to the 2021 Annual Campaign (June 1, 2020 - May 31, 2021). These contributions help various programs, initiatives and infrastructures at the University run efficiently.

† = Deceased

$1,000,000 and above

Harlan Douglass

$500,000 - $999,999

Zeke and Meghan Brown
Donald W. Rockstrom Trust
The Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving

$250,000 - $499,999

Anonymous
John and Kristianne Blake
John and Joan Bollier
Bollier Family Foundation
Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund
John Hemmingson
Innovia Foundation
Christy and Mike Larsen
David and Christina Lynch
Bollier Family Foundation

$100,000 - $249,999

Anonymous
The American Gift Fund
Hilario † and Karen Arquichona
Bank of America
Tim and Mary Barnard
The Dauna Leigh Bauer Foundation
Benevity
Todd Brinkmeyer and Angela Marozzo
Howard and Norma Crawford
Marliss E. Dry Living Trust
Bob Ferguson
Jonathan Ferraiuolo
The Ferraiuolo Foundation
George and Theresa Gee
Mary and Tom Herche
Daniel and Nan Jacuzzi
Johnson Scholarship Foundation
Stephen and Margel (Foote) † Kaufman
Sam Long Kopelman
Marie Lamfrom Charitable Foundation
John and Donna † Luger
Robert and Claire † McDonald
Kip and Danee McGillivray
McGillivray Environmental Fund
Gene and Martin Monaco
Scott and Lizbeth (Tomic) Morris
New Priorities Foundation
Michael Patterson Family Foundation
Robert G. Pedersen Estate
James S. and Margaret K. Randall Charitable Fund
The Reisenauer Charitable Fund
Alissa (Kensok) and Josiah Roloff
Scott and Emily Scelfo
Steve and Jeannie Schaub
Andy and Jaime Shanks
Camilla (Carlson) and Gidu Shroff
Lawrence and Cara Simkins
Gene and Merrillu (Silva) Slodoba
Sodexo Services
Lawrence B. Stone
Richard and Barbara Taylor
Tom and Camilla Tilford
Lucy F. Tsoi
Nick and Carol Westlund
E.L. Wiegand Foundation
Fritz and Jeanie Wolff
Wolff Family Foundation

$50,000 - $99,999

Anonymous
Gregory and Carol Anderson
The Harlan E. Anderson Foundation
Harlan and Lois Anderson Family Foundation
Lynette and Michael Arhutick Family Charitable Fund
The Blackbaud Giving Fund
The Boeing Company
Dr. Stephen L. and Marjorie M. Brenneman
Dr. Arthur and Kaye Dugoni †
Bart, Hilke and Bridget Gallant, The Horrigan Foundation
Mark and Leslie Ganz Fund
Mary Stuart Rogers Foundation
Jason and Valerie M. (Borton) Rubrecht
Joe and Carolyn (Magee) Schauble
Margaret O’Brien Shute and Rodger P. Shute
State Bank Northwest
John M. Stone
Dr. D. Michael and Mrs. Sunny O’Melveny Strong
The U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
Washington Trust Bank

“The motto ‘Zags Help Zags’ seems to go beyond helping other Zags but also people of the community. Without you, I would not be able to attend such an amazing university where I have so many positive experiences.”

– Sofia (’23), Education
50 or More Years of Giving

These individuals have given to Gonzaga University during our annual campaign this past year from June 1, 2020 – May 31, 2021 for a total of 50 or more years. Through their generosity they have helped create the special place that Gonzaga University has been and will continue to be far into the future. The numbers represent their total years of giving.

† = Deceased

1947
Arthur A. Dugoni †, 51
Charlie O’Connor, 53
1950
Dr. John F. Comfort, 55
John Dougherty, 58
Bill Eng, 60
1951
Harold Hartinger, 51
Gladys (Cerenzia) Peretti, 55
1952
Anonymous †, 54
1953
Joan M. (Treibel) Kilian, 53
Wil Loeken, 55
1954
Patrick Riley, 59
Lester Schwagler, Jr., 56
1955
Jerry Monks, 55
Sally (Kirkpatrick) Neumann, 62
Dr. Willard J. Wyman, 58
1956
Gayle (Neumann) Dever, 53
George Fish, 59
Bethine J. (Hess) Kenworthy, 57
Helen Ferry McDuffie, 52
Marty Weber, 59
1957
Ernie Becker † and Anita L. Morphy, 54
The Honorable Robert J. Doran, 55
Donald Olson †, 60
Joe J. Schauble, 62
Gerald Shaw, 55
1958
Va Lena (Scarpelli) Curran, 52
Mr. John H. Hanson, 55
Colleen (Kane) Meighan, 60
Jacob W. Meighan, 60
Jim Ringwood, 54
Roger J. Roman, 57
Ernie Vollmer, 59
1959
Leo Finnegan, 61
Jim Garvey, 52
Mary Lou Lane, 52
Paul N. Luvera, 59
Donald P. Nelles, 53
Emmett Quinn, 51
The Honorable Philip M. Raekes, 51
Bernadette (Suva) Renouard, 51
Edward J. Renouard, 51
Edward A. Ring, 50
Sharon K. (Rusing) Roman, 57
Dr. Richard S. Rosler, 54
Carolyn (Magee) Schauble, 62
1960
Don Curran, 52
Sylvia Friede, 51
Alex Herzog, 56
Joan (Enders) Morgenstern, 56
Jeanette (Jenny) Nelles, 53
John Quinlan, 57
Mrs. Charles E. Siljeg, 59
1961
Michael Seubert, 50
Ted Sivalon, 56
Peter G. Banulis, 53
Ann M. (Allen) Porter, 51
H. Eugene Quinn, 51
Jacquelyne (Kopas) Ruckwardt, 50
Donald Bodeau, 50
Carl Ruckwardt, 50
Dianne M. (Wald) Klein, 53
Merrilu (Silva) Sloboda, 55
Rosemary (Dellwo) Toft, 53
1964
K. Nozaki Ewing, 50
Eugene D. Sloboda, 55
Elena J. (Cinelli) Agostino, 54
Stephanie A. (Cada) Burke, 51
1965
Norman R. Agostino, 54
Dennis O. Mayer, 52
Tom Nollette, Sr., 52
Christy E. (Smith) de Viveiros, 53
Dale de Viveiros, 53
1967
Nancy D. McDonald, 51
J. Patrick Naughton, Ed.D., 51
Theresa (Auer) Tesarik, 51
1968
Douglas R. Tesarik, 51
Mark Sonderen, 54
Valerie Sonderen, 54
1971
Bart Gallant, 51
1974
Lita B. (Barnett) Luvera, 59
1975
We greatly value the accuracy of these lists. Please contact
Laura Gatewood, senior director, donor relations, at
800-463-6925 or gatewood@gonzaga.edu with any questions.
Heritage Society

Gonzaga is honored and grateful to have received estate gifts between June 1, 2020 and May 31, 2021 from the following alumni and friends, who were inspired to leave a legacy and have an impact on the following areas:

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

- A gift from the Estate of Bernice H. Bays was directed to the School of Business Excellence Fund.
- Marliss E. Dry (’67) made a gift from her living trust in support of the Biology Department.
- The remainder of a charitable gift annuity established by Margel Kaufman (’63) was added to the Friends of the Theater fund.
- A gift from the Estate of Robert G. Pedersen (’59) will provide scholarships for engineering students and support the Integrated Science & Engineering facility.

GENERAL SUPPORT – UNRESTRICTED

- Alumni Piero R. Albi, Jr. (’72), Gary M. Alworth (’67) and John J. Rose, Jr. (’74) made gifts in their will or trust for the Fund for Gonzaga.
- Remainder proceeds from a charitable gift annuity established by Norman (’50) and Amarant (’49) Cormier were added to the Fund for Gonzaga.
- The Estate of Carole E. Nowak provided a gift for the Fund for Gonzaga.
- Pierre F. (’61) and Joyce M. St. Denis made a gift to support the highest priorities of the University through their trust.

SCHOLARSHIPS – CURRENT

- A gift from the Eldred G. Mugford Revocable Trust will benefit nursing students in memory of Clare H. Mugford through the Eldred George Mugford R.N. Scholarship.
- A bequest from Rev. Charles D. Skok (’56) established the Rev. Charles Skok Religious Studies Scholarship in support of religious studies majors and graduate students.

SCHOLARSHIPS – ENDOWED

- Richard J. DeBlieck made a gift in support of the Richard J. DeBlieck Endowed Scholarship by listing Gonzaga as a beneficiary of his life insurance policy.
- Dr. Arthur A. Dugoni’s (’47) children helped fulfill his final wishes in support of the Fr. James Linden Endowed Scholarship for students with financial need.
- Donald E. Olson (’57) made Gonzaga the beneficiary of his IRA for the benefit of the Donald and Joan Olson Endowed Scholarship fund.
- Ruth H.S. Pearson left a gift in her will for the Pearson Family Endowed Scholarship in support of worthy students with high financial need.
- Through a provision in his trust, Donald W. Rockstrom made his ultimate gift to the Donald W. Rockstrom Endowed Scholarship in support of students pursuing degrees in Business Administration.
- A final gift was received from the Estate of Myrtle E. Woldson in support of the Myrtle E. Woldson Endowed Scholarship.

You are our Heritage.
Your Legacy is our future.

For a complete listing of our Heritage Society Honor Roll 2020-21 visit gonzaga.edu/honorroll.
Please inform us of any errors or omissions.